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2. the Sharing of Wisdom
What's The Delivery System?

- Public Education’s Way
- Higher Education’s Way
- the Specialists’ Way
- Nature's Way

www.originalgreen.org
1. the Involvement of Everyone

www.originalgreen.org
What Is A Living Tradition?

★ Insight
★ Resonance
★ Repetition
★ Adoption
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What Is the Original Green?

www.originalgreen.org
Keeping Things Going Means Healing, Not Trashing
PLANNED OBSOLESCENCE
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Throwaway Buildings
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Throwaway Places
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FRUGAL
Tightly-Embedded
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Scales of Agriculture

★ Employing Farm
★ Family Farm
★ Allotment Garden
★ Edge Yard Garden
★ Courtyard Garden
★ Roof Garden
★ Arbor Garden
★ Wall Garden
★ Balcony Garden
★ Window Garden
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Farmer’s Market
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Accessible Places
Walkability: Alleys
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Walkability: Frontages
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Serviceable Places
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Reducing Property Values of the Adjacent Homes
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Affordability: Cottages
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Affordability:
Rear Lane Addresses
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Affordability: Mews
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Web of Daily Life
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Securable Places
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Lovable Buildings
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Durable Buildings
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Flexible Buildings
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Frugal Buildings
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The Original Green

PLACES
- Nourishable
  - Organic Farming
- Accessible
  - Compact & Walkable
- Serviceable
  - Diverse
- Securable
  - Identity

BUILDINGS
- Lovable
  - Codes
- Durable
  - Living Traditions
- Flexible
  - Traditions
- Frugal
  - Gizmo Green

NU:
- Living Traditions